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Dear parents,
Warm greetings.
Your children have covered many milestones – they have learnt to play , work in a group. Their
communication skills have developed they speak in short simple sentences and are able to
follow classroom instruction in English. For a parent it is an immense pleasure when they see
their child take one small step each day.
Inquisitiveness – curiosity is the greatest trait of every child. It is the mother of all forms of
knowledge and art. A child naturally possesses curiosity he looks around with wonder and has
many Questions about all that he sees. These questions are to be listened to attentively and
answered satisfactorily by all who care for them – be it their family members or their teachers.
If a child is not inquisitive then it is a Matter Of Concern. So a child’s curiosity should never
be curved (never snub a child though questions asked may appear absurd or irrelevant). Their
curiosity should be satisfy using language and expression suitable of their age.
We at SHRISHTI take utmost care to allow a child to speak up his mind.
Another trait of a child is experimenting. Do we allow children to experiment freely without
fear? Experiment alone leads to creation. A child can not create if he is not allowed to
experiment.
So, in a guarded environment let a child explore and experiment. Let the child fall because then
only will he rise and when he rises after a fall be rest assured he will not fall easily again – he
has gained a balance and precision.
So dear parents, our’s is a common goal – you do your part and be rest assured we at
SHRISHTI are doing ours……..

Pre primary activities (Co – scholastic)
Theme – Transport

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Activities
Traffic rules day
Hide & Seek (Find the shapes)
Dance Competition (Childern’s Day)
Paddle your cycles (Physical activity – air Paddeling)
Where do they run
(Make Zones – Road, Track, Water & Sky)

Vow of the Month –
Rhyme of the Month –

Story of the Month –
Shape of the Month –
Colour of the Month –
Science Experience –
Theme Corner –

Day
3rd November
10th November
14th November
17th November
24nd November

“I will follow safety rules on the road”
“Two twin aeroplanes” – Nursery
“Engine – Engine Number Nine” – Nursery
“Stop says the red light” – Nursery
“Wheels on the bus” – K.G.
“The chook – chook train” – K.G.
“The traffic police man” – K.G.
“Twinkle – Twinkle traffic light” – Prep
“Safety First” – Prep
“I am a big Engine” – Prep
“Take a bus or Take a train” – Perp
“ Any Moral Story”
“Repeat shapes taught so far”
“All Common colours to be repeated”
“Some vechicles need petrol/ diesel some do not. Why?”
“Showing different means of transport”

Conversation Questions for the Month of October
1. Name different types of transport?
Air, Water and Land
2. Which is the fastest mode of transport?
Air
3. Name two air transport?
Aeroplane & Helicopter
4. Name two water transport?
Boat & Ship
5. Name two land transport?
Car, Bus
6. Name a transport which runs only on tracks?
Train
7. Name a 2 Wheelers?
Scooter, Cycle
8. Name a 3 Wheeler?
Auto rickshaw
9. Name a 4 Wheeler?
Car
10. Whose birthday do we celebrate as children’s day?
Jawahar Lal Nehru
11. By what name did the children call Jawahar Lal Nehru?
Chacha Nehru
12. We call the person who flies the aeroplane?
Pilot
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Dear parents,
“Warm Greetings”
Autumn is in the air let your child observe and feel the changes in environment around
him. The trees are sheding their leaves. It is the time of decay but it is also a time for
rejuvenation. New leaves and new flowers will soon cover the bare branches. Make your
child notice all these changes in nature.
Outdoor activities play an important role in a child’s formative years. Let your child play
and run freely.
Please make sure to give positive encouragement and remarks to your child, this will
boost up his self esteem. We at SHRISHTI are doing it a lot all the time.
This is the time for habit formation. Make sure to use words like “Please”, “Sorry”,
“Thank you” when communicating, though you may feel that it is not necessary to say
these words to a toddler or an infant.
A cheerful smile, a little pat on the cheek a nod of approval – goes a long way in making
your child feel good about himself and all that he does.
So Dear Parents, Let’s be in touch as and when required, we are always there for you.

……………….

